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Drift Di↵usion Model and the Two Alternative Forced Choice Tasks

Models human decision making in two alternative choice tasks

Evidence evolution in a two alternative choice task is modeled by

dx(t) = �dt + dW (t), x(t) = x0

Decision process at time ⌧ is
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x(⌧) > ⌘, choose alternative 1,

x(⌧) < �⌘, choose alternative 2,

else, collect more evidence.

Threshold dictates the speed-accuracy trade-o↵
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The Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process has an additional ��x dt term in the above SDE

Bogacz et. al. The physics of optimal decision making: A formal analysis of performance in two-alternative forced choice tasks. Psych Rev, 2006
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DDM connects several approaches to model decision-making

inputs at the recurrent synapses are described by a train of delta-like
spikes, and assuming the interspike intervals to be nearly Poisson, the
average gating variable can be fitted by a simple function (supplemental
Fig. 2, supplementary information C, available at www.jneurosci.org as
supplemental material):

!Poisson ! !S"Poisson "
#r$S

1 % #r$S
, (8)

where # # 0.641 and r is the presynaptic firing rate. It can be easily shown
by simple algebra that F(!(r)) # #r [but see Brunel and Wang (2001) for
a more rigorous treatment].

Phase-plane reduction
The model can be further reduced to a two-variable system. This is done
through the following three approximations.

(1) Constant activity of nonselective cells. Under a wide range of condi-
tions, the firing rate of the nonselective population changes only by a
modest amount. Thus, we assume that the nonselective populations fire
at a constant mean rate of 2 Hz. This reduces the system to three popu-
lations (Fig. 1). A consequence of this approximation is that the overall
excitatory drive is no longer normalized and that the spontaneous state of
the nonselective population does not equal that of the selective ones
(Amit and Brunel, 1997b). Nevertheless, the difference in spontaneous
firing rates between them is small (1 Hz). Another consequence of this
assumption is that the extra inhibition on the selective populations con-
tributed by the slightly elevated activity of the nonselective population
(through the interneurons) would be neglected.

(2) Linearization of the input– output relation of the interneuron. In
principle, the inhibitory population rate depends on itself (via inhibito-
ry–inhibitory coupling) as well as the excitatory firing rates (via excita-
tory–inhibitory coupling) and hence is not given explicitly. This compli-
cation, however, can be eliminated by a linear approximation of the
input– output transfer function of the inhibitory cell. Unlike the excita-
tory cells, in the network in Wang (2002), the interneurons have a higher
spontaneous firing rate of $8 Hz. The mean firing rate of the inhibitory
population typically falls between the range of 8 –15 Hz. Within this
range, the single-cell input– output relation is almost linear (supplemen-
tal Fig. 1 B, supplementary information B, available at www.jneurosci.org
as supplemental material), fitted by the following:

&%Isyn& "
1

g2
%cIIsyn ' II& % r0, (9)

where g2 # 2 and r0 # 11.5 Hz.
With the linearity in the response of the inhibitory population, the

self-inhibitory term can now be easily absorbed into the factors g2 and r0.
In particular, if we define JII as the self-inhibitory synaptic coupling, then
self-inhibition is expressed as a term 'JII& in Isyn. Grouping the two &
dependent terms together, it is clear that self-inhibition term effectively
lowers the mean firing rate of interneurons, rI, by a factor of 1 ( (cI/g2)JII.

4

Figure 1. Reduction of a biophysical neuronal decision-making model. The original model
(top) is endowed with strong recurrent excitation between neurons with similar stimulus se-
lectivity, and effective inhibition between them via shared inhibition. NS and I denote the
nonselective excitatory (black) and inhibitory (green) pools of cells, respectively. Arrows, Exci-
tatory connections; circles, inhibitory connections. I1 and I2 are inputs from external stimulus to
selective neural populations 1 (blue) and 2 (red). Brown arrows, Background noisy inputs. w(

denotes enhanced excitatory connections within each selective neural pool. The numbers on the
right displays the total number of dynamical equations involved in the model. First step, Mean-
field approach reduces 2000 spiking neurons into four neural units (with a total of 11 dynamical
variables). Second step, Simplify the linear input– output relation (F–I curves) of the cells: (1) fit
the input– output relation (F–I curve) of the spiking neuronal model with a simple function
(Abbott and Chance, 2005); (2) linearize F–I curve for I cells; and (3) assume constant activity of
NS cells. The final step involves the assumption that all fast variables of the system reach steady
states earlier than that of NMDAR. The final reduced two-variable model (bottom) consists of
two neural units, endowed with self-excitation and effective mutual inhibition.
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Optimal Statistical Decision-Making

Continuum
Approximation

for such integration.
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Figure 81: Cartoons of neural firing rates vs time from MT (top) and LIP (bottom) neurons
sensitive to left-going (gray) and right-going (black) stimuli, for a left-going stimulus. This figure,
taken from [21], is redrawn schematically based on data from [28, 211, 219].

Fig. 81 illustrates this idea via representations of typical firing rates observed in areas MT and
LIP of monkeys trained on the moving dots task. Note that while it is hard to distinguish which
MT signal dominates by direct observation, the (putatively) integrated LIP signals draw apart
clearly as time elapses. In fact, after a transient due to the initial bursts of MT spikes, the activity
of one population (black) declines while the other (gray) grows. This provides evidence for mutual
inhibition, as in the model described in the next section.

6.1.2 A neural network model for 2AFC: leaky competing accumulators

Following [240, 21] and others, we model the accumulation of evidence in 2AFC tasks in LIP by
two competing and mutually inhibitory neural populations, each selectively responsive to sensory
input corresponding to one of the two alternatives. We already met a deterministic version of this
leaky accumulator model (LAM) or leaky completing accumulator model (LCA) in Example 7 and
Exercises 4-5 of §2.4.3. We now describe it in more detail. We consider a specific version of the
LAM which may be written as

⌧ ẋ1 = �x1 � �fg,�(x2) + I1 + c ⌘1(t) , (6.1.1a)

⌧ ẋ2 = �x2 � �fg,�(x1) + I2 + c ⌘2(t) (6.1.1b)

(cf. [29]), in which the state variables xj(t) denote mean input currents to cells of the jth neural
population and the integration implicit in the di�erential equations models temporal summation
of dendritic synaptic inputs [95]. The parameter � sets the strength of mutual inhibition via

155

Neural Recordings
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Slightly More Complex Two Alternative Choices Tasks

Eriksen-Flanker Task

Congruent stimulus– call for the same

response as the target

Incongruent stimulus– call for the

opposite response of the target

Response rule:

Respond per the target stimuli

AX-CPT Task

Cue stimulus – A or B

Probe stimulus – X or Y

Symmetric Response Rule:

Click left if AX or BY and right o/w

AX condition happens 50% of the times

Others: AY– 20%, BX– 20%, BY– 10%
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A Bayesian Perspective on Multiple Stimuli Integration in AX-CPT

For now, assume context and target appear together

Suppose context (A or B) can be sampled independently of target (X or Y)

Let ec⌧ and eg⌧ be the log-likelihood ratios at time ⌧ of A v/s B and X v/s Y, resp.

Let ⇡AX , ⇡AY , ⇡BX and ⇡BY be the prior probabilities of four conditions

Then, the log-likelihood ratio of responding left and responding right is

Zt = log
P(AX or BY|ec

1:t , e
g
1:t)

P(AY or BX|ec
1:t , e

g
1:t)

= log
⇡AX exp(zct ) exp(z

g
t ) + ⇡BY

⇡AY exp(zct ) + ⇡BY exp(zgt )
,

where zgt =
Pt

⌧=1
eg⌧ and zct =

Pt
⌧=1

ec⌧ .

zgt and zct are aggregate log-likelihood ratios and converge to DDM in continuum limit
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A Bayesian Perspective on Multiple Stimuli Integration in AX-CPT II

Now, context and target may appear at di↵erent times

0  t  to↵c

dzc = ācdt + dW

zg (t) = zg
0

to↵c  t  tong

dzc = ��f z
cdt + dW

zg (t) = zg
0

t > tong

dzc = (��f z
c
+ ac)dt + dW

dzg = agdt + dW

Fixed Threshold Policy: Compare Zt with fixed thresholds ±✓.
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A 2D Integration Perspective on AXCPT

t > tong

dzc = (��f z
c
+ ac)dt + dW

dzg = agdt + dW

Zt = ±✓ =)
exp(⌥✓)

�
⇡AX exp(zct ) exp(z

g
t ) + ⇡BY

�

= ⇡AY exp(zct ) + ⇡BY exp(zgt )
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2D LCA in disguise with boundaries determined by the task and response rule
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Model Predicts AXCPT Behavioral Data
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Figure 1: Model recovers characteristic flanker pattern. Left: response time computed by 50-
timestep RT bin for congruent and incongruent trials, showing early below-chance performance.
Right: response time distributions for congruent and incongruent trials, showing the same mode but
fatter tail for incongruent relative to congruent trials. Both are signature phenomena in the flanker
task previously recovered by the model of Yu and colleagues, consistent with our theory being a
generalization of their model.
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Figure 2: Model recovers gross RT patterns in human behavior. Left: RT and error rates by trial
type in the model, using the same parameters as the flanker model. Right: RT and error rates by trial
type in 59 human participants. Error bars are standard errors (where not visible, they are smaller
than the dots). Both RT and error patterns are quite similar (note that the timestep-to-ms mapping
need not be one-to-one).

8 Discussion

In this paper, we have provided a theoretical framework for understanding decision making under
dynamically shifting context. We used this framework to derive models of two distinct tasks from
the cognitive control literature, one a notational equivalent of a previous model and the other a novel
model of a well-established task. We showed how we can write these models in terms of com-
binations of constant-drift random walks. Most importantly, we showed how two models derived
from our theoretical framing can recover RT, error, and RT-conditional accuracy patterns seen in
human data without a change of parameters between tasks and task models. Our results are quan-
titatively robust to small changes in the prior because equations 12 and 16 are smooth functions of
the prior. The early incongruent errors in flanker are also robust to larger changes, as long as the
congruence prior is above 0.5. The ordering of RTs and error rates for AX-CPT rely on assuming
that participants at least learn the correct ordering of trial frequencies – we think an uncontroversial
assumption.

One natural next step should be to generate direct quantitative predictions of behavior in one task
based on a model trained on another task – ideally on an individual subject level, and in a task

7
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Model Predicts Signature AXCPT Behavior
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Figure 3: Model recovers conditional accuracy pattern in human behavior. Left: response
time computed by 50-timestep bin for the four trial types, using same parameters as the flanker
model. Right: same plot from 59 human participants (see text for details). Bins with fewer than
50 observations omitted. Error bars are standard errors (where not visible, they are smaller than
the dots). Both plots show qualitatively similar patterns. Two discrepancies are of note: first, the
model predicts very early AY responses to be more accurate than slightly later responses, and early
B responses to be close to chance. We think at least part of this is due to the non-decision error �,
but we retained it for consistency with the flanker model. Second, the humans show slightly better
BY than BX performance early on, something the model does not recover. We think this may have
to do with a global left-response bias that the model is somehow not capturing. Note: the abscissae
are in different units (though they correspond surprisingly well).

that fits in our framework that has not been extensively explored (for example, an internal-context
Flanker variant, or a context-dependent response congruence judgment task). The main challenge in
pursuing this kind of analysis is our ability to efficiently estimate and explore these models which,
unlike the fixed-context models, have no closed-form analytic expressions or fast approximations.
We believe that approximations such as those provided for the flanker model [22] can and should
be applied within our framework, both as a way to generate more efficient data fits, and as a way
to apply the tools of dynamical systems analysis to the overall behavior of a system. Of particu-
lar interest is whether some points in the task space defined in our framework map onto existing
descriptive decision models [e.g. 3].

Another natural next step is to seek evidence of our proposed form of integrator in neural data,
or investigate plausible neural implementations or approximations to it. One way of doing so is
computing time-varying tuning curves of neural populations in different regions to the individual
components of the accumulators we propose in equations (11) and (15). Another is to find connec-
tivity patterns that perform the log-sum computation we hypothesize happens in the integrator. A
third is to look for components correlated with them in EEG data. All of these methods have some
promise, as they have been successfully applied to the fixed context model [9, 10, 26]. Such neural
data would not only test a prediction of our theory, but also – via the brain locations found to be
correlated – address questions we presently do not address, such as whether the dynamic weighting
happens at the sampler or further upstream (i.e. whether unreliable evidence is gated at the sampler
or discounted at the integrator).

A second key challenge given our focus on optimal inference is the fact that the fixed threshold
decision rule we use is suboptimal for the case of non identically distributed observations. While
the likelihoods of context and target are independent in our simulations, the likelihoods of the two
responses are not identically distributed. The optimal threshold is generally time-varying for this
case [27], though the specific form is not known.

Finally, while our model recovers RT-conditional accuracies and stimulus-conditional RT and accu-
racy patterns, it fails to recover the correct pattern of accuracy-conditional RTs. That is, it predicts
much faster errors than corrects on average. Future work will need to investigate whether this is
caused by qualitative or quantitative aspects of the theoretical framework and model.
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A region of below-chance performance early in AY trials but not other trials

Below chance performance in AY trials due to a high AX prior in AX-CPT

Model predicts lower accuracy in early B* trials: possibly due to global left response bias
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A Normative Account of Proactive and Reactive Control

Braver (2012): Dual Mechanisms of Control.

“Proactive” control:

e↵ortful maintenance of context / task rules.

errors based on misidentifying X/Y (more AY than BX errors)

“Reactive” control:

usage of target stimulus as cue for memory retrieval

errors based on misremembering A/B (more BX than AY errors)

Lositsky et al. 2015

Proactive strategy with bad memory looks reactive, reactive

strategy with bad perception looks proactive

Explore threshold ✓ and drift rates ac and ag that

maximize the reward rate (=
1�ER

RT
) for fixed ac + ag

Proactive strategies are observed for low � and ac + ag
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What is the optimal decision rule?

Cost Structure:

c1, sample only the context,

c2, sample only the target,

c1 + c2 � ✏, sample both target and context,

`1, click left erroneously,

`2, click right erroneously.

Solve the POMDP using backward induction

Fixed threshold policies only optimal in some

limiting cases
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Other Behavioral Tasks

Eriksen-Flanker Task Prospective Memory Task
Case study 3: Event-based 

prospective memory

3

12

10

1

Respond: odd

Respond: even

Respond: even 10!

Respond: odd

Effect of interest is intention superiority: correct main-task 
responses on PM trials are faster

Task: perceptual 2AFC, except for a “special” stimulus
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CDDM as a Unifying Model for Multiple Stimuli Decision Making

DSDM: cutting across levels 
for multi-stimulus decisions

x1 x2

x3 x4

r3 r4

r2r1

Four-variable linearized model

(Optimal) statistical decision making

Neural data?

Dual-stimulus / context-dependent diffusion model

Spectral reduction

Continuum

limit

?
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Recap

A normative theory based on Bayesian inference for two-stimuli decision-making

Can model several TAFC tasks with contextual information including, Ericksen-Flanker,

AXCPT, Prospective memory tasks

A 2d di↵usion model in which the context sets threshold for target and vice-versa

Model captures behavioral signatures in these tasks

Fixed-threshold policies need not be Bayes-optimal in the SPRT sense

In some limits, the CDDM unifies the PDP model and the Bayes-optimal model
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